THE IVORY DOOR

PERSONS OF THE PLAY

PROLOGUE

King Hilary                        Jerry Dodson
Prince Perivale                     Tommy Dixon
Servant                             Tom Jepperson

THE PLAY

King Perivale                        Tommy Dixon
Brand                                Bill Cander
Anna                                 Dorothy Disney
Thora                                Peggy Price
The Chancellor                       Tom Nicoll
Jessica                              Dorothy Liggett
Anton                                Tom Francsden
Old Beppo                            Charles Shelton
Simeon                                Jim Anderson
Count Rollo                          Norton Sussman
The Mummer                           James Scott
Carlo (soldiers of the guard)         Merle Brown
Titus                                Jodie Caplan
Bruno (captain of the guard)         Tom Jepperson
Princess Lilia                       Florence Tobin
Guards                               James Bowles
                                      Fred Schwankovsky

Townspeople: Harriet Dexter, Grace Auerbach, Margaret Pierce, Corine Davidson, Ella-Marie Karr, Robert Duckworth-Ford.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

PROLOGUE

Within the King's Castle. Once upon a time.

ACT ONE:

Scene 1. Within the King's castle.
Scene 2. The same. Early next morning.

ACT TWO:

Scene 1. Without the King's castle. A little more than two hours later.
Scene 2. In the Courtyard of the castle.

ACT THREE:

Scene 1. Within the King's castle. A little less than two hours later.

PRODUCTION PERSONNEL

Director                     Myrtle Radach
Assistant                   Nellie Jo Goodale
Prompter                    Lorraine Roberts
Stage Manager               Charles Armim
Assistants                  Guy Stafford
                            Frank O'Brien
                            Lester Heller
Electricians                Ed Mathews
                            Don Osborn
Production Mgr.             Ed Calkins
Manager of Drama            Gareth Goldberg

COMING

Oliver Goldsmith's famous comedy
"SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER"

Week of November Fifth